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YES

Credibility
/ Authority
Accuracy
Reliability

Relevance
Date

Sources
behind the
text
Scope
/ Purpose

NO

Is it clear who wrote the material?
Does the author’s education or experience make
them qualified to be expert on the topic.
Can information be verified through other sources?
Based on your prior knowledge or research, does
the information seem accurate?
Does the source present a particular view or bias?
Is the page selling a product?
Is the page affiliated with an organization that has
a particular political or social agenda?
Can you find other material to offer balance so
that you can see the bigger picture?
Does this information directly support your thesis
or help you answer a question?
Are there dates on the page to indicate when the
page was written and/or last revised?
Are these dates meaningful in terms
of your information needs?
Did the author document his sources?
Are these sources reliable, popular, scholarly or
reputable?
Does this source address my
hypothesis/thesis/question?
Is it material I can read and understand?
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/ Purpose

Is it clear who wrote the material?
Does the author’s education or experience make
them qualified to be expert on the topic.
Can information be verified through other sources?
Based on your prior knowledge or research, does
the information seem accurate?
Does the source present a particular view or bias?
Is the page selling a product?
Is the page affiliated with an organization that has
a particular political or social agenda?
Can you find other material to offer balance so
that you can see the bigger picture?
Does this information directly support your thesis
or help you answer a question?
Are there dates on the page to indicate when the
page was written and/or last revised?
Are these dates meaningful in terms
of your information needs?
Did the author document his sources?
Are these sources reliable, popular, scholarly or
reputable?
Does this source address my
hypothesis/thesis/question?
Is it material I can read and understand?

Based on the total of “yes” and “no” answers and your
overall observations, rate the content of this site as:

Based on the total of “yes” and “no” answers and your
overall observations, rate the content of this site as:

__ this web resource is very useful for my needs

___ this web resource is very useful for my needs

___ bookmark this resource for a possible future reference

___ bookmark this resource for a possible future reference

___ not worthwhile to come back to this web resource

___ not worthwhile to come back to this web resource
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